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ABSTRACT
Energy is a complicated model that has been developed to describe matter to
matter interactions. Since energy can be challenging to define, there are inconsistencies
among even teachers and physicists in how they define the concept. It is no wonder that
students themselves carry misconceptions and confusions. While it may be difficult to
teach, an understanding of energy from a young age is essential for the future of
technology, climate change, and scientific discoveries. Middle school students in Maine
are required to learn about energy transformation, conservation, and forms, and from
2011-2018, researchers at the University of Maine administered multiple surveys to
record some level of student thought processes. This project uses the technique of cluster
analysis to analyze the previously collected survey data. The resulting clusters of
statistical significance are interpreted to obtain insight on common student understanding
of energy. This information can benefit both teachers and students because improvements
cannot be made until a problem is identified.
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INTRODUCTION

Why Study Student Understanding of Energy?
Energy as we perceive it is all around us – in the form of heat, in the technology
we use, in our bodies, etc. Life as we observe it is a constant process involving energy
transfer and energy transformation according to the law of energy conservation. We
model these effects through the concept of energy. These sorts of models are what we
introduce to our youth in science classes, from a young age.
Because energy is so deeply ingrained in many scientific applications, it is
important for our youth to develop an understanding about it. Since the future of
technology and our climate depend upon a strong foundation of energy knowledge,
teaching students about the role of energy in our environment, as we know it, is crucial.
Additionally, a scientifically literate society is important to the evolution of new
scientific discoveries, so providing our children with a strong education about such
prominent energy themes seems necessary. To date, both the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) and the K12 Framework for Science Education state that students
should be able to identify different forms of energy, understand energy flow and
transformation, and distinguish energy from matter [1]. At the time the data used in this
study was collected, the Maine Learning Results required the teaching of energy across
several disciplines in Maine middle school and 9th grade classroom [2]. Given that energy
transfer or transformation can be complicated to understand, researchers have designed
questions to test student’s knowledge of energy to ultimately improve teaching methods.
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Encouraging the youth of today to experiment with innovative activities involving
energy could be the beginning of a foundation for our future engineers and scientists. In
order to organize such learning opportunities, it is necessary to understand where students
lack knowledge. The purpose of this project was to identify themes in student responses
to energy surveys for an enhanced understanding about student thought processes.

What is Energy?
Contrary to common belief, even physicists have not agreed upon a way to
describe energy. We physicists have plenty of equations to measure different types of
energy, but we struggle to define it. According to the common definition taught in
introductory courses, energy is defined by the ability to do work [3, 4]. We imagine that
if an object does work, it will give energy to the object on which work is being done. As
a result, we also define work as being the transfer of energy to or from a system. It comes
down to this: we explain energy by using circular reasoning. “Given that work ‘is a
transfer of energy from one system to another,’ and further that energy is the ability to do
work, we can conclude that energy is the ability to transfer energy [5].” This clearly is a
problematic definition. Additionally, we know that energy itself can be stored, while
work cannot. It is simply a tool for changing the amount of energy. This is an indication
that they cannot be equivalent entities [5].
There is one case for which a change in energy can accurately be defined as work.
For point particles or perfectly rigid objects that cannot store energy themselves like
thermal or chemical, this definition would apply [5]. The only change in energy for a
point particle is translational kinetic energy, so work equals change in kinetic energy (in a
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non-dissipative system) [6]. To accommodate all multi-particle objects, one paper written
by Dr. Eugene Hecht attempts to address the issues with defining energy. According to
Hecht:
“Energy is a measure of the capacity of matter interacting with matter to
effectuate physical change. It is the conserved scalar measure of the extent of change that
has already occurred, and/or change that can yet occur [5].”
As specific and carefully worded as this definition is, every part of it is highly
important and purposeful. Physicists should think about energy as not an entity itself, but
as a measure of the capacity for change resulting from matter-to-matter interaction. With
this idea in mind, energy analysis in various situations can be performed without circular
reasoning.

Why is Energy So Complicated to Understand?
We already discussed how some commonly used definitions of energy can be
circular when described in terms of work. The exact wording of Hecht’s more clarified
definition of energy is essential. The subtle implications behind energy and how it
functions are what make the concept so difficult to comprehend.
Previous researchers have formed various methods for teaching energy such as
analogies or examples to assist student comprehension. Such methods include 1) energy
forms analogies, 2) energy carrier analogies 3) a storage-transfer model to imitate energy
flow, 4) substance metaphors etc. [1, 7]. Teachers have implemented conceptual models
in their classrooms to illustrate that while energy can change form, it does not disappear
[7]. According to previous studies, students particularly struggle with a few concepts in
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energy units such as the idea that energy cannot be “used up” [2, 8], energy can dissipate
[2, 9], and energy can be converted into other forms [10]. To combat the common
misconception that energy can be “used up”, tools such as the Energy Tracking Diagram
(ETD) [8] have been created to represent energy transfer and how it degrades over time.
In using such a diagram, there are additional benefits. Students can see that as energy
spreads, thermal energy never decreases. When it increases, other forms of energy
decrease, in isolated systems. To model energy conversion into various forms, the Stores
and Transfer model [10] dictates that energy can only be stored in three ways in a system:
motion, position, or intrinsic properties like temperature or phase. Because students tend
to focus on the interactions between objects in a given scenario, the Stores and Transfer
model coupled with guidance from teachers can help students recognize and discuss
energy forms. Lastly, partly from both teacher influence and student personal experience,
energy is sometimes thought of as a substance that can be transferred from one object to
another [1, 7]. We are aware of the effects energy has on our observable world, and while
energy may not truly be a physical entity, thinking about it as a substance can help
explain the phenomenon we observe/experience.
Another factor that contributes to creating complicating images of energy is the
concept of a system. In an isolated system, energy conservation occurs. This implies that
if one form of energy increases, another form must decrease within the system by the
same amount. In other systems where external forces are involved, the total energy of the
system may change. Occasionally, energy analysis of a single physical event will vary
depending on which system is being used. For example, the energy of a ball in free fall
increases if you observe just the ball itself as a system, but it stays constant if you
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consider the system of the ball and the Earth together. This idea of energy analysis in
relation to systems and work is covered in more detail at the college level, but for middle
schoolers just beginning to learn about energy, systems are unlikely to be something they
consider when analyzing energy situations. Instead, since middle school students may be
unaware of such a concept, their understanding of changes in energy in a scenario may be
influenced depending on what system they are unconsciously imagining. Clearly, the idea
of systems increases the complexity of problems involving energy analysis.

Why Cluster Analysis?
To understand how students are thinking about energy, we must ask them. To get
an accurate representation of general student thought, we must ask multiple students what
they believe, often more than once. Determining ways of classifying student responses
into groups based on similarity can be challenging given the variety of answers. While
multiple-choice surveys limit the number of possible sets of responses students can
submit compared to a free-response survey, a simple ten-question multiple choice survey
with four possible answers per question allows for a total of 1,048,576 unique sets. With
a potential for such a large variety, it can be challenging to group students manually. Full
sets of responses from students can be separated into groups by cluster analysis based on
their similarity, through a purely mathematical and non-biased approach [11]. Computer
code determines the “distance” between two sets of responses and groups them based on
their “closeness”. Beginning with each set of responses as its own group, sets are paired
off until there is a single group left containing all the data. As a result, research bias can
be minimized through cluster analysis by eliminating the need for manual selection of
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groups. Theoretically, cluster analysis is robust - students who randomly select answers
or do not take the survey seriously should be more random in nature, less similar to
others, and are subsequently weeded out in the process into smaller insignificant clusters
[11].
Once clusters are created, interpretation is left to the researcher. For example,
cluster analysis outcomes from multiple-choice surveys tend to include at least one
common group that the researcher can label: students who answer most questions
correctly. Thus, the researcher’s role could simply include the preparation of the data to
be used in cluster analysis code as well as the interpretation of the resulting groups.
Details of cluster analysis will be discussed further in the following section.
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METHODS

This section will provide specific background to my project as well as necessary
details about the methods for performing this type of analysis.
Background
My project used pre-existing data from energy surveys administered to Maine
middle school students from 2011-2018. The surveys were originally distributed to
students for a different research purpose related to the improvement of teaching methods
regarding energy in middle school science. Since the surveys were primarily multiple
choice, applying cluster analysis to the results was logical, and we believed it was
worthwhile to probe such a large sum of data further. I compiled the data into sets by
year, filtering out irrelevant information such as questions requiring written responses, or
partially-complete responses. By comparing all questions across all surveys, I proposed
several tests to perform cluster analysis on which included matching questions from
surveys over multiple years. With each additional year added to a test, my sample size
grew significantly while the number of matching questions decreased. The surveys
changed slightly from year to year by including or eliminating various questions, so I
arranged the data carefully to balance maximization of the sample size with maximization
of the number of matching questions on which to perform cluster analysis. Using
MATLAB, cluster analysis was performed on each test and the results were exported to
Excel files. Each cluster was interpreted from there. My goal was to analyze the results of
cluster analysis for themes in student understanding about energy.
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Survey Description
The surveys utilized in this project from 2011-2018 were based off the following
themes of energy: forms, transfer, transformation, and conservation of energy. Since
these surveys were created for middle school students in Maine, the questions were
designed to test student thinking about these core concepts Maine students are required to
learn. In 2011, the surveys began with eight multiple-choice questions and one free
response, but by 2018 there were 16 questions, some with multiple parts. The majority
were new questions, with only six questions of overlap from 2011. While all versions of
the energy surveys maintained the same general themes, the questions varied highly due
to revised research questions from teachers and University of Maine research contributors
each year. In some cases, the questions themselves would be worded the same, but the
answer options would be different. An example of this can be seen in Figures 1 and 2
below. While the answer choices in this case ultimately have the same meaning, the
student responses to these questions from 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 cannot be compared
exactly due to the changes in wording.

Figure 1: Question about gravitational potential energy on the 2014-2015 survey.
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Figure 2: Question about gravitational potential energy from the 2015-2016 survey.

Many of the questions, especially ones from the earlier surveys, were taken from
the AAAS assessment bank [12] (the American Association for the Advancement of
Science). AAAS questions are multiple-choice questions for assessment of student
knowledge within physical sciences, life sciences, earth science, and nature. In addition
to these, researchers added a few more requiring written responses. In my project, I
focused only on the multiple-choice questions.

Ideal Cluster Analysis Settings for This Project
Part of performing cluster analysis on any set of data requires making decisions
about certain characteristics of the technique. These decisions could include which
method to use for calculating the distance between two data points, which linkage method
to implement to form clusters into a hierarchical tree, etc.
What does it mean to calculate the “distance” between two data points? In this
project, you can imagine that a single data point corresponds to a single set of responses
that a student gives to a given survey in one sitting. Determining the distance between
two such “points” requires some sort of calculation. In many cases where cluster analysis
is used, the distance metric of choice is Euclidean. Euclidean distance numerically
computes the straight-line distance between two data points. In this project, since a data
point represents the set of responses one student gives in a survey, using Euclidean
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distance is problematic. By assigning the multiple-choice options as a number, 1-4, a
student who answers ‘d’, or 4, would automatically hold greater weight than a student
who answered ‘a’ when a numerical distance is computed. Some methods, however, like
the Jaccard distance, calculate the distance between two sets of responses by measuring
their dissimilarity without requiring a numerical weighting of each multiple-choice
answer. By simply counting the number of matching answers, dividing this number by
the total number of multiple-choice questions and subtracting this number from one, this
gives the Jaccard distance. Jaccard distance is an effective metric for dealing with
multiple choice data [13].
Once we have chosen a method for calculating the distance between two data
points, the distance between two clusters is of interest. There are also several ways to
compute the distance between clusters, such as by the shortest distance, or by the
distances of the centroids, etc. Many of these methods are appropriate for data points
separated by Euclidean distances only. When using Jaccard distance, however, the
‘average’ metric is sufficient. In average linkage, the distances between all pairs of data
points within two clusters are calculated, summed together, and divided by the total
number of points in each cluster. Figure 3 displays the mathematical formula for the
process I have just described, and Figure 4 is a visual representation of distances between
pairs of points being calculated. Once the overall distances between clusters have been
determined, the clusters with the minimum distance will link together and become one.
This process repeats until all groups have joined into one big cluster.
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Figure 3: How to determine the distance between two clusters [14].

Figure 4: Visual representation of the distances between points in two clusters being calculated.
Afterwards, the average of those distances represents the overall distance between both clusters [15].

In my project, I used the following MATLAB command to specify the way in
which clustering should be approached: ‘linkage(data_in_array_form, ‘average’,
‘jaccard’) [16].

Choosing Sample Sizes
This project began with over 7,800 responses to energy surveys administered by
UMaine in conjunction with participating middle school classrooms. Over the years 2011
to 2018, the survey questions changed according to UMaine’s current research goals, and
middle school students completed these surveys before and after instruction. With such a
large sample size, there was room to prune this data as needed, to fit with my research
goal.
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In several cases, a student’s set of responses would be incomplete, with one or
more question containing a blank answer. Since my data set was large, it was easiest to
simply eliminate an entire set of student responses if they failed to answer all questions.
What resulted was a complete set of data – ideal for computation of the Jaccard distance
between points.
Occasionally, the answers students offered to written questions in the energy
surveys from the most recent years gave me reason to believe these students were not
taking the survey seriously. Instead of removing these students from the data, however, I,
included them with the understanding that cluster analysis naturally weeds out some of, if
not all, the noisy data. Theoretically, students who randomly record answers would not
appear in the larger defined clusters.
Since the survey questions changed over the years, running cluster analysis to
compare several questions required preparation of the data. In order for the cluster results
to make any sense, all student responses in a single test must include the same number of
multiple-choice answers to the same questions. It is illogical to determine the similarity
of two data points if their basis (i.e. the questions) are not the same. To prepare my data, I
first organized it by year. I marked surveys with matching questions and answer options,
and then looked for tests to run that included the most possible shared questions over a
maximum amount of years. As each additional year was added, fewer questions were
shared between all surveys, so I was able to come up with the following three tests: 1)
comparing responses to six questions across four years, 2014-2018, 2) comparing eight
questions across three years, 2011-2013, 3) comparing nine questions across two years,
2014 and 2015.
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Initial runs of cluster analysis on each individual year in each of the three tests
proved to be a more time-consuming task than expected. As a result, I adjusted the data
into three large sets by combining the years. In doing so, I prepared to run cluster analysis
comparing six, eight, and nine questions of 4448, 3540, and 3237 students respectively.
Unfortunately, I later found that cluster analysis with only six questions did not produce
clusters with enough defining characteristics to develop meaningful interpretations. A
cluster with only two or three defining characteristics has ambiguous themes. I did not
return to the six-cluster test in detail during my analysis, but instead I focused on the
eight and nine question tests.

Picking a Threshold
Once a cluster analysis test has been completed, it is important to identify which
clusters are statistically significant enough to be analyzed further. Filtering out
insignificant groups allows for a more concise representation of the data, ideally with
more easily interpretable clusters. We can determine which clusters to eliminate by
defining a cutoff percentage of the total population. Smaller clusters below this
percentage theoretically could consist of noisy data points, such as students who
randomly answer the questions without thinking, as well as other students whose answers
do not fit with one of the larger themes of the other clusters.
When performing cluster analysis, the threshold is chosen by the user. Since one
purpose of physics education research is to improve teaching methods to assist students
in learning complicated topics like energy, I wanted to focus on the most prominent
clusters resulting from my tests. In education research, it can be argued that an
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appropriate way to choose a threshold is to look at the size of an average classroom [11,
17]. If an average classroom contains 30-50 students, then any cluster below 1/50th of the
total responses in a data set will theoretically include themes of student thought appearing
in less than one student per classroom. In other words, if we include clusters that are
smaller than 1/50th of the entire data set, it is unlikely that even one student in a
classroom will think similarly to the students in these clusters. While it could be useful to
analyze all clusters in a test to thoroughly understand all possible ways students
comprehend energy, it would be impractical and time consuming for teachers. In this
project, we experimented with the thresholds 1/30th and 1/50th to explore the themes of
student thought likely to show up in middle school science classrooms.

Defining Clusters
Once a threshold is decided and the clusters to analyze further are chosen, a
method for defining these clusters is implemented. For each cluster created through
cluster analysis, there are ways of discovering how many students responded to each
answer of each question in the data set. Since my interest was focused on studying what
students are most likely to understand when it comes to the concept of energy, we wanted
to know which answers students gave a majority response to. By identifying the most
common response to each question, we could determine the percentage of students in the
cluster that gave each of these common answers. A percentage greater than 50% was
marked a majority. Considering that each survey question normally has four multiplechoice options, a response rate of 50% or greater to a single answer for any given
question is likely to imply that students in that cluster are converging on a specific
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thought process. It is these majority answers to their corresponding questions that we
look for to define a cluster. Following the terminology Dr. Springuel used, we call these
questions and their answers, the ‘defining characteristics’ of a cluster [11]. A careful
analysis of the defining characteristics yields an overall interpretation of a given cluster’s
theme.

How to Determine Themes (And When to Stop Looking for Them)
A comparison of the student answers to the majority-answered questions in each
cluster was crucial to the formation of themes to describe student thought. If a cluster has
enough defining characteristics, it is possible to extract themes from the student’s
responses. Sometimes, the questions appear too unrelated to form a reasonably sound
interpretation. For example, a group defined by only three out of eight total questions
could include a question about thermal energy, one about potential energy, and another
about a definition of kinetic energy, which would make it highly difficult to connect the
student’s responses coherently. If there are enough defining questions, extracting themes
from the data is a matter of interpretation. In some cases, it makes little sense to analyze
certain clusters further due to the complicated nature of the defining questions. In this
project, when I increased the allowed number of maximum clusters when comparing nine
questions in one test, I did not achieve coherence like I expected, which led me to cease
further analysis. In cluster analysis, it is important to have groups we can make sense of,
in order to come up with reasonable explanations for student thought. The need for
sensemaking kept me from analyzing some data in more detail, while for others I pursued
deeper interpretations in other tests with more evident themes.
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Working With MATLAB
Determining the appropriate software to use for performing agglomerative
hierarchical cluster analysis can be challenging when Jaccard distance is required as the
response similarity measure. Several programs can successfully perform cluster analysis,
but many utilize Euclidean distance to determine the distance between responses. In
MATLAB, cluster analysis can be completed in only three lines from the terminal using
the functions ‘linkage’ and ‘cluster’ [16], with Jaccard distance as an option for one of
the arguments to the cluster function.
MATLAB works particularly well with Excel, which was the application I chose
to import and export my data from. In Excel, I could organize the data by year, by test,
etc, after exporting the results from MATLAB; this allowed me to run further analysis on
the clusters. Table 1 below displays a list of important commands used in my project.
Table 1: Important commands for performing cluster analysis.

Description

Command
table2array(‘Table Name’)
linkage(‘Data in array form’, ‘average’,
‘jaccard’)
cluster(links, ‘MaxClust’, ‘a number’)
dendrogram(‘output of linkage function’)

Converts table from excel into an array in
MATLAB.
Creates links of hierarchical tree to be
used in the function ‘cluster’.
Performs cluster analysis. The argument
‘links’ is the output of the linkage
function.
Creates a dendrogram diagram to
visualize hierarchical tree.

Using MATLAB to Create Dendrograms
MATLAB dendrograms of the data produced a figure with no more than 30 nodes
for simplicity. These figures were a convenient way to visualize the cluster analysis
results and determine an appropriate input value for maximum number of clusters in the
16

“cluster” function. With the types of tests I ran in this project, some of my data sets
exceeded 4400 students, so each of the 30 nodes was likely to include several students.
Since I aimed to identify between 5-9 meaningful clusters in each test, it was unnecessary
to view the dendrogram past the 30 node cutoff.
The dendrograms displayed linkage distance on the y axis and leaf nodes of the
hierarchical tree on the x. The figures could be used to roughly identify a reasonable
number of clusters to begin testing, simply by the layout. For example, Figure 5 below is
a dendrogram comparing questions from the 2014-2015 survey. Selecting between five
and nine relatively evenly-sized clusters was the key to determining the most appropriate
value to input after ‘MaxClust’ in the cluster function, and the dendrogram could help
with this selection. By drawing a horizontal line around height = 0.71 on Figure 5, seven
lines intersected the dendrogram corresponding to seven clusters. Visually speaking, the
seven clusters (as colored, with the black line on the right as the seventh color) are
relatively equal in size, so a ‘MaxClust’ value of seven would be logical. Following this
method, if 0.68 had been chosen as the height, 11 clusters would form. At this point,
coloring each cluster was simply a matter of using the ‘ColorThreshold’ argument inside
the dendrogram function, including the numerical height, i.e. “dendrogram(‘output of
linkage function’, ‘ColorThreshold’, 0.71)”.
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Figure 5: Example dendrogram of cluster analysis comparing seven questions from the 2014-2015
energy survey.

In the early processes of my data analysis, the dendrogram images provided visual
support for my selection of the maximum number of clusters to input into the cluster
analysis function.

Working With the ‘Cluster’ Function Output
The ‘cluster’ function returns an array of the same length as the length of the
original data set. Ultimately, the function forms the number of groups specified in its
arguments, and labels them as groups 1, 2, 3… and so on. The command “find(‘output of
cluster function’ == 1)” returns the rows of data that correspond to cluster 1, and these
indices map directly to the rows of the students in the original data array who are part of
the same cluster. This means that extracting the student responses that correspond to the
first cluster is as easy as accessing the original data array at the rows returned by the
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‘find(‘output of cluster function’ ==1)’ line (see Appendix B for code example titled
‘cluster_stud_data_1415.m’).
The first code displayed in Appendix B creates arrays of student data for each of
the clusters formed. If the cluster analysis produced seven clusters, there would be seven
arrays of student data, consisting of their answers to the multiple choice questions. If the
cluster analysis produced eight clusters, there would be eight arrays, and so on. To export
each of these arrays to an Excel file on their own sheet, I created a new ‘.m’ file in the
editor to hold the following lines: “filename = ‘Excel_File_Name.xlsx’”, and
“writematrix(‘student data from cluster 1’, filename, ‘Sheet’, 1)”. The “writematrix()”
function was called as many times as necessary to write each cluster to its own sheet.
You can access this file in the Appendix, titled ‘write_all_clusters_to_excel.m’.

Filtering Out Clusters Below A Given Threshold
Cluster analysis produces clusters of varying size based on the similarity of the
data within each group. In the context of a class of students, if a cluster is less than 1/50th
of the total population of the data, this implies that there is less than a 50-50 chance of a
single student in a class of 25 students having the mindset described by the group. Since
clusters of size below this threshold are essentially meaningless, I developed code titled
‘pick_clusters_above_threshold.m’ not only to eliminate the meaningless clusters, but
also to report the number of clusters remaining above the given threshold as well as the
percentage of students which these clusters describe.
Running the file ‘pick_clusters_above_threshold.m’ requires certain variables to
be previously calculated and stored in the MATLAB workspace. The file takes the result
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of MATLAB’s ‘cluster’ function and performs calculations, but the variable name must
be in the form “cluster_#”, where the cluster number replaces the hashtag. A user must
simply change the variable ‘clust_num’ in the first line to the cluster number of
preference, and the number in the variable name ‘cluster_#’ in the second line must
match. The fourth line can be changed if the user desires a different threshold. The code
is run by clicking “run section” under the editor tab of MATLAB. The file
‘save_threshold_clusters_excel.m’ can be utilized for saving the data stored in the
variables formed by the ‘pick_clusters_above_threshold.m’ file. All this file requires the
user to do is alter the name of the Excel document the data will be exported to, and the
student responses for each cluster above the threshold will be saved, each on their own
sheet.
While the number of clusters above threshold and the percentage of students
described is incredibly valuable information for any given test, it may be of interest to
produce a table including this relevant information for all the cluster analysis tests from 5
to 30 total clusters. The file ‘forming_table_summary.m’ can be run to produce a threecolumn table of total cluster number, number above threshold, and percent student
described. At 5 total clusters, the population of students described with a threshold of
1/50th is already over 98% in most cases. Above 30 clusters, the population described
usually falls below 85%. These bounds can be changed by the user if necessary, but they
are conservative bounds in order to show the pattern of the balance between number of
meaningful clusters and percentage of students described.
To run the file ‘forming_table_summary.m’, the user must input the command
“cluster_# = cluster(‘output of linkage function’, ‘MaxClust’, #)” into the command
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window for cluster_5 through cluster_30. While this is a rather tedious task, in my
experience MATLAB does not support a more convenient way of naming these variables
and computing them faster - inside or outside of the command window. Once these
variables have been defined and are stored in the workspace, it is imperative that the user
follows the few steps commented at the beginning of the file, prior to running. Done
correctly, the 27x3 table will be exported to a user-defined Excel file, with column
headings.

Organizing Responses Within Clusters as Pre-Instruction or Post-Instruction
The data I used in this project contained markers to identify whether a given
response was collected prior to the student being taught about energy or whether it was
taken post-instruction. When the data was originally prepared for cluster analysis, these
markers were eliminated from the matrices, to prevent the pre versus post responses
influencing the clusters that formed. While cluster analysis could yield successful results
with the pre versus post-instruction markers included in the data, my project was
concerned with interpreting the modal responses of middle school students without
regards to the time at which they completed the survey.
However, there were a few times during my analysis when determining how
many responses were pre-instruction or post-instruction within a particular cluster was
quite useful. By matching the student ID numbers to the pre-post marker, the MATLAB
code titled ‘pre_post_instruction’ calculates the percentage of pre responses and post
responses in a specific data set. The user is simply required to 1) create an array of the
student IDs in the cluster of interest, 2) import the two columns from the original data set
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including all the pre-post markers and student IDs, 3) change the imported data from a
table to an array, and then 4) specify how many students (N) are in the cluster of interest.
The output consists of the number of responses in each category as well as their
percentages.

Tracing How Clusters Join in Consecutive Steps
While the dendrogram is a useful tool for visualizing the overall behavior of the
cluster analysis on a set of data, it can be difficult to tell which clusters are joining when
we go from some number of clusters to a smaller number. To give an example, I’ll
compare the results of the cluster analysis performed on the student data from 2011-2013
comparing eight questions. The question to consider is how 7 clusters above the threshold
of 1/50th turned into 5 clusters when the population had a maximum of 15 and 11 clusters
respectively. The first step to analyzing the joining of clusters is to observe the defining
characteristics of each cluster, i.e., the questions above the threshold. In the 15-cluster
test, for example, one group had majority-answers for questions 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 with 80
students; and this same cluster shows up in the 11-cluster test. However, another group
defined by questions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 with 106 students in the 15-cluster test evidently
merges with other students in the 11-cluster test, since a group of 123 students are
defined by the questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. A couple of things can happen when we allow the
maximum amount of clusters to be larger. Firstly, as shown in the case above, similar
clusters can merge, or pick up students from other larger clusters. In general, the number
of descriptive factors for these clusters will decrease as the maximum number of clusters
decreases, because larger clusters will have smaller coherence. A bunch of small clusters
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would have higher coherence. Secondly, larger clusters will sometimes split into distinct
subsets of clusters, two or more. When this happens, occasionally the smaller clusters
will fall below the threshold, and disappear from the results. What remains is a cluster of
smaller population but higher coherence. Tracking where the students end up can be done
by tracking their identification numbers. If students 1 and 2 were originally in different
clusters in the 15-cluster test, for example, and end up in the same cluster in the 11cluster test, this is an indication of cluster merging. In this example, the largest cluster of
1967 students in the 11-cluster test is defined by questions 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, while the
largest cluster in the 15-cluster test includes 2881 students defined by questions 1, 2, and
6. We deduced that in the 15-cluster test, the cluster of 696 students described by
questions 2, 3, 5, 6 probably joined with the cluster of 1967 described by questions 1, 2,
3, 5, and 6. We could check our speculations by noting that students from both clusters
could be found in the cluster of size 2881 in the 15-cluster test. In addition, we noted that
the group of 123 students, defined by questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 became a group of 106
students with question 1 added to describe the cluster. From this, we can tell that when 17
students were removed from the cluster of 123 students, the remaining student responses
were more similar through their responses to question 1.
It was this process that allowed me to make decisions about where to choose the
appropriate cutoffs for clusters above the threshold during each cluster analysis test.
Having several questions similar enough to reasonably describe each cluster was
imperative, as was having a small enough number of clusters including enough students
to make useful conclusions.
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RESULTS

Now that I have explained the methods involved in performing such an analysis, I
will move on to discuss the results from both the 8Q and 9Q tests. The specific questions
analyzed in both the 8Q and 9Q tests can be found in Appendix A.
Analysis of the 8Q Test
With a combined total of 3540 students, the comparison of student responses to 8
questions from the energy surveys of years 2011 to 2013 provided useful results. In the
early stages of analysis, I formed a table similar to Table 2 to determine what maximums
of allowed clusters would yield the most reasonable balance between number of clusters
above the threshold, and percentage of students included in those clusters. Since I was
looking to interpret 5-9 clusters above the chosen threshold (1/50th), I decided to research
more into the test with 15 clusters as its maximum. With 7 clusters above the threshold
and 93.9% of the whole student population included, this seemed like an acceptable place
to begin analyzing.
Table 2: Selected rows from the original table produced which depicts the results of the 8Q test. The full
table includes total numbers of clusters from 5 to 30.

Total Number of Clusters
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

# of Clusters Above Threshold
1/50th
5
6
6
6
7
8
7
7
7
24

% Students
Described
94.83050847
94.83050847
94.35028249
93.89830508
93.89830508
93.89830508
91.29943503
91.29943503
91.29943503

My choice to interpret specifically the 15-cluster test further was one of many
choices I could have made. A test with fewer clusters above the threshold, such as the test
with only eleven clusters maximum allowed and five clusters above the threshold, could
have produced useful results as well. The choice is arbitrary, but my decision to explore
the 15-cluster test further was based on the reasonable balance between population
included and clusters above threshold. Other decisions could be made in future
experiments.

Cluster A
For simplicity, I will name the seven clusters A through G, from highest
percentage of population to smallest. Cluster A consisted of 59% of the students included
in this test (1961 students out of 3324). The cluster was defined by the student’s answers
to questions 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, i.e., the moving box, the pendulum, the frying pan, the cart
and spring, and the ball-on-a-track questions. On all questions, these students answered
correctly, except for the pendulum scenario. In previous studies, the implication of
energy transfer to the air in the pendulum question has been discussed [18]. It may be
unclear to students that air is a medium through which energy transfer can occur, because
at this age, energy is normally thought of as being transferred between solid objects,
especially when the concept is first taught [18]. With students in this cluster correctly and
incorrectly answering the box and pendulum questions respectively, this group provides
additional support for Wittmann et al.’s discussion of the complicated image of student
thinking that arises from their answers to these two questions [18]. These students apply
energy conservation appropriately in the box question when they indicate that motion
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energy becomes thermal energy as the box slows down. However, energy conservation is
violated in their answer to the pendulum question when they indicate energy being “used
up”. This contradiction does not necessarily imply that students lack understanding of
energy conservation, but instead it highlights the difficulties students may have with
understanding energy transfer to non-solid objects in a pendulum-like scenario.
Given that the students’ answer to almost all questions were correct, I was also
interested to see how many responses were post-instruction as opposed to pre-instruction.
I expected most of these responses to be post-instruction, but surprisingly only 47% of
them were. This implies approximately a 50-50 chance that any student in this cluster
understood these energy concepts before or after learning about it in school. This statistic
could suggest that either middle school students have knowledge about energy prior to
receiving in-class instruction, or current teaching methods (as of years 2011-2013) are
somewhat ineffective. In general, a theme emerging from the answers in Cluster A is the
idea that energy, including thermal energy, can be converted into other forms to be
consistent with energy conservation. This theme applies, except in the case of air, or
other mediums unusually thought of as being able to ‘accept energy’ like a vacuum.

Cluster B
Cluster B includes 21% of the students from this test. Described by question 2, 3,
5, and 6, i.e., the pendulum, the frying pan, the cart and spring, and the ball-on-a-track,
this cluster differs from Cluster A primarily by missing question 1, and the responses to
questions 2 and 3. Clusters A and B overlap with questions 2, 3, 5, and 6 but their
answers vary. In Cluster B, the majority of students chose an answer including the
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transfer of both thermal energy and coldness for the frying pan question, in contrast to the
answer including only thermal energy transferring in Cluster A. B’s students appear to
understand that energy can transfer due to a temperature difference (though there is some
confusion about what kinds of energy can be transferred, i.e., thermal energy or
coldness), but energy cannot be converted into other types of energy. Evidence of this
statement comes from the cart and spring question, where students do not recognize the
fact that elastic energy converts into motion energy when the cart is released. Instead,
they respond with the answer in which both motion and elastic energy have the same
magnitude after the cart is released, a magnitude equal to the original amount of elastic
energy in the system. Such an answer implies that students may not comprehend energy
transfer in cases other than temperature, believing instead that energy can be created [19].
According to the analysis of these student responses, there may be an important
distinction between “energy transfer” and “energy conversion into another type”. This
idea will be discussed in further detail in the discussion section.
The importance of question 6 in its contribution to making this cluster unique is
rather minimal. Students correctly answer that if a ball is released from a height on one
side of a curved track, the ball will reach the same height on the other side of the track
once released, assuming no energy transfer has occurred. Since the question specifies
there is no energy transfer involved and the most obvious themes of this cluster relate to
energy transfer, question 6 did not add significant information to benefit a strong analysis
of this cluster’s themes. However, the ball does at first have all gravitational energy, then
all kinetic energy, then all gravitational energy on the other side, so this question may
relate to this idea of energy conversion, for those students who do not simply imagine the
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phenomenon itself. In answering this question correctly, students in Cluster B could be
understanding to a certain extent that energy can convert into other types, though it is
difficult to determine whether this was a conscious or unconscious observation from the
student’s perspectives. The evidence is not strong enough to confidently claim whether
they comprehend energy transfer or energy conversion as a whole.
Though the box question does not have a majority in Cluster B, it is worth
mentioning that 47% of students answered this (question 1) in the same way as students
from Cluster A did: they correctly assume the motion energy of the block turns into
thermal energy as it slows down. Since the majority of students in both clusters
responded to the pendulum question in the same way (with the idea that energy is “used
up” and leaves the system, a previously-known common misconception of students) [2],
[8], Clusters A and B are similar regarding their answers to these two questions.
Together, the answers students supply to the box and pendulum questions create a
complicated image of student thinking that causes me to wonder whether these students
understand energy conservation, or whether they are simply confused by the idea that
energy can be transferred to the air [18].

Cluster C
This cluster only included 6% of the students in this test – a much smaller portion
compared to Clusters A and B. Cluster C is defined by questions 2, 3, 6, and 8, i.e., the
pendulum, the frying pan, the ball-on-a-track, and the soda can questions. Students in this
group answer correctly for all questions except the pendulum, where they believe that
since the person is no longer pushing the ball, the pendulum no longer has motion energy.
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Besides the fact that this cluster is defined by a unique set of questions as compared to
Clusters A and B, Cluster C is very similar to Cluster A in that they both are “correctlybased” groups, with the exception of their answers to the pendulum question. An analysis
of the number of pre-instruction vs. post-instruction answers resulted in a 71.3% and
28.7% split, with the majority of students answering correctly to these questions prior to
being taught about energy concepts. Further comparison of Clusters C and A show that
with the addition of question 8, the soda can question in Cluster C, this cluster is more
thermal energy-based, while Cluster A is more mechanically themed. Since neither of
these clusters appear to be mostly correct due to a domination of post-instruction
responses, perhaps this cluster is unique in its attention to accurate ideas regarding
thermal energy.
It is possible that what makes Cluster C unique are the student responses to the
pendulum question. Instead of believing that the pendulum slows down due to motion
energy being “used up”, these students believe the ball has no motion energy at all. This
multiple-choice answer alludes to the idea of ‘agency’ [19], i.e., an object can only have
kinetic energy if something or someone is willingly or intentionally pushing it. Since the
pendulum has no “will” on its own, some students may believe that it cannot have motion
energy, which explains the answer to this question in Cluster C (73% of students in this
cluster chose this option). In addition, an argument could be made for the object having
no kinetic energy because there is no obvious contact force being exerted on it anymore.
If students are under the impression that contact forces are what causes motion energy,
which in many cases they do, then this response would be consistent with their thought
process. Overall, Cluster C represents a small group that correctly agrees on more
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thermal-energy based questions than Cluster A. Additionally, Cluster C also illustrates
yet another misconception that can emerge from the pendulum question.

Cluster D
Cluster D includes only 6% of the students in this test as well. Students in this
group answer in a majority on questions 4, 5, 6, and 7, i.e., the ball rolling back and forth,
the cart and spring, the ball-on-a-track, and the rubber-band-shooting-car questions. A
major theme emerging from the answers to these questions is the idea that motion energy
represents total energy. For example, most students in Cluster D think that the total
energy of a ball rolling on a track will decrease because the ball eventually comes to a
stop. In reality, its kinetic energy is converted into thermal. According to students who
think that motion energy represents the total energy, their answer is consistent with this
framework. In the cart and spring question, they demonstrate an understanding of
conservation of energy by choosing the correct answer where elastic energy is converted
into motion energy, but this continues to support the idea that total energy can be
represented by the amount of kinetic energy present. In question 6, students correctly
indicate that the ball will end its motion on a curved track at the same height that it was
dropped from. Since the ball’s total energy is momentarily equal to all kinetic energy at
the bottom, it likely would make sense to students who believe that total energy is equal
to motion energy that the ball reaches the same height on the other side of the track.
Lastly, when the students answer question 7 by incorrectly choosing the option that
describes the energy of the system as increasing after the rubber band shoots the toy car,
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their answer is consistent once again with the belief that motion energy equaling total
energy.
While the focus of these students’ responses may seem to be based on motion
energy equaling total energy, there are some underlying implications to note. A belief
such as this may, in part, stem from a lack of understanding that energy can dissipate.
Previous research has shown that students struggle to understand that energy can
dissipate [2], [9], as it does in the ball-on-a-track question, and this misconception could
lead students to imagine motion energy as the total energy in such a scenario. Perhaps
dissipation is not part of their concept image of energy transfer mechanisms (to the track
or the air, for example).
Another question that surfaces from an analysis of this cluster is whether students
are struggling with the idea of what system to think about when talking about energy. For
example, we can refer to the ball-on-a-track question. If these students believe that
motion energy represents the system’s total energy, then they should believe that the
system’s energy will decrease if the ball slows down on the track, coming to a stop over
time. However, if the students are thinking about the ball as the system itself, not the ball
and the Earth together, then the ball would indeed be losing motion energy, and therefore
its total energy would decrease. Looking at the ball as its own system, it slows down
because the Earth, or gravitational force, does work on it. At the middle school level,
work as a force times a distance, or as a change in energy to a system, is an unfamiliar
concept. In fact, discussions like this involving systems and work take place in college
classrooms, and previous research has shown that both high school teachers and seniorlevel physics majors still struggle with using consistent systems in energy analysis [20].
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Regardless, this does not mean that middle school students do not think about systems. It
is possible that these students are imagining the ball as its own system when answering
this question, but there is no way for us as researchers to confirm or deny this simply
based on this data. Especially considering the fact that students seem to have no problem
answering the cart and spring question correctly even though the cart could be considered
its own system, we can only speculate that students in this group just believe that motion
energy is what represents the total energy in a system.

Cluster E
This cluster includes only 3% of the students in this test. Described by question 1,
3, 4, 5, 6, and 8, (i.e., the box, frying pan, ball rolling back and forth, cart and spring,
ball-on-a-track, and soda can questions), this cluster has the most defining characteristics
of all the clusters. Themes emerging from the responses in this cluster include 1) the idea
discussed previously in Cluster D about kinetic energy determining the total energy of a
system, and 2) energy can still be converted into other forms and transferred from one
body to another. While these themes correspond closely to those of Cluster D, it is the
answers to the thermal energy questions that make Cluster E unique. I noticed that in the
frying pan question, when the situation was described in terms of heat, students analyzed
the transfer of thermal energy correctly. In the soda can question, however, they believed
that ‘coldness’ transferred from the ice water to the can to cool it down. Perhaps students
answer these questions based on the substance metaphor [1, 7]. Since there is more “heat”
in the frying pan question, thermal energy (or heat, according to the substance metaphor)
must be what transfers to the environment. If there is more “cold” in the soda can
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question, then cold must be what transfers to cool down the can. Based on these
speculations, I concluded that students may answer question about thermal energy in a
manner consistent with the framing of the question. This idea of question-framing
reappears later in my analysis of the nine-question test.

Cluster F
Cluster F is only 2.5% of the students included, described by questions 1, 3, 4, 6,
and 7, or the box, frying pan, ball rolling back and forth, ball-on-a-track, and rubberband-shooting-car questions. The topics of these question range from thermal, to kinetic,
to elastic, to gravitational potential energy, which makes it difficult to interpret this
cluster. The answers in general are scattered: in some questions the students are
consistent with the belief that motion energy represents the total energy of a system, in
one question they indicate that energy can be converted from kinetic to thermal, in
another they include the presence of both coldness and thermal energies as entities, and in
another they are inconsistent with the law of conversation of energy. Nevertheless, one
appropriate way to describe Cluster F would be the ‘physical observation’ group. It is
possible that this group has based their results off physical observations they have
encountered in their daily lives. For example, when a student feels heat, it may be an
indication to them that thermal energy is being transferred. If they realize that an object is
getting colder, it may make sense for them to use ‘coldness’ as a means of explanation.
We see this type of response including both coldness and thermal energy in the frying
pan question of Cluster F. As far as the ball on the track question, these students believe
the ball will reach a lower height than it was dropped from on a track, and personal
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experience could have influenced this response as well. Though the question specifies
there is no energy transfer, friction slows down objects like this in reality, so students
may be answering based on personal observations. Given the disconnected nature of
Cluster F’s responses as a whole, it is difficult to project a deeper analysis onto the
results. The idea that students are responding based on what they have observed
physically is my best interpretation of Cluster F.

Cluster G
Cluster G consists of the final 2.5% of the students in this test. This cluster has
only two defining characteristics: questions 1 and 7 - the box and the rubber-bandshooting-car questions. With answers to only two questions, a thorough analysis of such a
cluster is challenging. Fewer questions above a majority makes identifying themes
difficult, especially when the questions are focused on different types of energy. Students
in Cluster G respond to the box question with the idea that the box’s motion energy
remains the same while thermal energy increases, but they believe the total energy of the
rubber band/car system will decrease, since the increase in motion energy of the car is
smaller than the decrease in elastic energy of the band. Ultimately, an analysis of this
group is nearly insignificant since only 2.5% of the students included are represented, and
two questions are simply not enough to pull strong themes from the results. However,
given the fact that this cluster is resilient and unexpectedly appears in later tests when the
maximum number of clusters allowed is increased, perhaps it is worth noting that these
students may be compartmentalizing motion energy and thermal energy as entities that
operate independently. If they believe that an increase in one form of energy does not
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affect the other even when they are part of the same system, this may be a train of
thought to consider for future cluster analysis on energy survey data.

Analysis of 9Q Tests

Analyzing Clusters Formed by Nine Question Comparison Across Two Years
A comparison of nine questions across a collective two years of pre and post
energy survey data including a total of 3,235 student responses yielded results that were
difficult to interpret. At the beginning of my analysis, a look at the trend from Table 3
below revealed that with a threshold of 1/50th, I could apply cluster analysis with a
maximum of 14 clusters to get 5 clusters above 1/50th of the population, with 95% of the
students included. I also noted that by decreasing the percentage of students included to
87%, I would still have 5 clusters above the threshold, theoretically with more coherence,
since the cluster analysis method would filter out the ‘least-consistent’ students in each of
the 5 groups. Lastly, I also noticed that performing cluster analysis with a maximum of
29 clusters would result in 6 groups above the threshold, with 85% of the students
described, which implies the splitting of one of the clusters in the previous two tests. I
decided to explore these three scenarios, the 5-cluster-95%, the 5-cluster-87%, and the 6cluster-85%, in more detail.
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Table 3: Selected relevant rows from the original table which depicts the results of the 9Q test. Original
table ranges from 5 to 30 total number of clusters.

Total Number of
Clusters
13
14
15
16
…
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

# of Clusters Above Threshold
1/50th
4
5
5
5
…
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6

% Students
Described
94.99227202
94.99227202
94.3122102
94.3122102
…
87.07882535
87.07882535
87.07882535
87.07882535
85.96599691
85.03863988
85.03863988
84.32766615

The most obvious characteristic about cluster analysis comparing these nine
questions was the existence of a very large group of students, populated by over 2000 of
the 3235 students alone. A group this large can be problematic when it comes to
interpretation, because it usually means that while a certain cluster analysis test may yield
5 clusters above the given threshold, it is likely that 4/5 of those clusters will hold
substantially fewer students than the groups of over 2000, rendering them essentially
insignificant. When a single group dominates this much, it can be difficult to determine
whether the students ended up in the same cluster because they shared similar thought
processes or because they were all incoherent in their understanding. Raising the bar for
what counts as a defining question (from a 50% majority to a 67% majority, for instance)
would not make much of a difference. Besides decreasing the number of defining
characteristics, this large cluster would still remain, because the clusters will link in the
same way, regardless of the percent-majority I choose to determine which questions
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define the clusters. The decision of what counts as a majority is simply an interpretational
choice. I compared all three of the tests in red above in an attempt to understand why one
cluster was much larger than the others.
At first, I noticed that as the maximum number of clusters allowed increased, the
population of the largest cluster decreased from 2639 students, to 2393, to 2256. This is
expected, since students who only loosely fit in the biggest cluster or match well with
another group will be extracted from this cluster. The largest cluster in the 5-cluster-87%
and 6-cluster-85% tests are described by questions 1, 4, 5, 6, and 8, while the same large
cluster is only described by questions 1, 4, 5, and 8 in the 5-cluster-95% test. This implies
that when the number of clusters above the threshold increased from five to six in the 5cluster-87% to 6-cluster-85% tests, it was not due to the largest cluster splitting in two.
Since my interest was in comparing the largest cluster across the tests and the 5-cluster87% test included more students than the 6-cluster-85% test, I moved my focus towards
only the 5-cluster-95% and 5-cluster-87% tests.
The most obvious difference in the results for the 5-cluster-95% and 5-cluster87% tests is the absence of question 6 in the cluster from 5-cluster-95%. In the cluster of
2639 from 5-cluster-95%, questions 1, 4, 5, and 8 are connected by a few themes,
including 1) an understanding that mass and speed affect the amount of kinetic energy in
an object, 2) mass and temperature affect the amount of thermal energy, and 3) from
question 8 regarding the box sliding across the floor to a stop, the students seem to
understand that motion energy can be converted into thermal energy. However, students
in this largest cluster are incorrect regarding question 4, the Sue question. When asked
why Sue feels the upper part of the rod is cold after the lower part has been placed in a
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bucket of ice water, the students answer that “cold has transferred from the lower end of
the rod to the upper end”. Since only one question about a thermal-energy scenario
helped to describe this large cluster, it was difficult to make any strong conclusions about
the group thought surrounding thermal energy in physical situations. Nevertheless, the
fact that students answered this question with the idea that coldness is a moving entity
indicated to me that there existed some confusion about thermal energy. I took this
proposal into consideration when trying to determine how the addition of question 6 to
the largest cluster in the 5-cluster-87% test changed my interpretation.
Question 6 involved a hot frying pan eventually cooling down to room
temperature. In the cluster of 2393 students, the majority answered this question by
saying that thermal energy would be transferred from the frying pan to the counter and air
which is the reason it cools down. Contrary to their answer on question 4 where the
coldness travelled up the rod, students picked the answer for question 6 which describes
thermal energy transfer accurately. Since I had already suspected students were
struggling with the concept of thermal energy in the first place given their answer to
question 4, adding question 6 by itself cannot confirm or deny the proposal that students
in this group are confused about thermal energy. With only two total questions about
thermal energy scenarios, we can only reasonably state that students in this largest cluster
are likely confused about the concept – a direct conclusion from their conflicting
answers.
One reason why some of these students answered the Sue and frying pan question
inconsistently may have been due to the way the questions were framed. Those who were
unsure about the concept of thermal energy would be especially susceptible to being
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influenced by question-wording. In the Sue question, for example, the rod is placed into a
bucket of ice water which immediately brings attention to the concept of “coldness”. In
the frying pan question, however, the scenario is described entirely in terms of heat or
warmth. The wording of a question is almost certainly crucial to a student’s
interpretation, so it is likely that the terminology utilized correlated to the way the
students thought about thermal energy as they completed the survey. Contrary to this
speculation, however, previous research has shown that a surprising number of students
answer the frying pan question in terms of coldness, despite the lack of coldness in the
question’s wording [18]. Since our results do not match, it is unclear whether the framing
of the question noticeably affects student responses or not. Perhaps some students are
affected by the wording of a question when it is framed in terms of coldness, and others
think of coldness in all thermal energy situations. If more thermal-energy-based questions
were included in this test, it would be intriguing to observe whether two separate clusters
emerged: one with students swayed by question framing, and one with students who are
not.

Analyzing Clusters Formed by Splitting Years Into 2014 and 2015
The existence of the incredibly large clusters from cluster analysis of nine
questions from years 2014-15 and 2015-16 prompted some new sources of curiosity. For
one, I wondered if this type of clustering pattern would appear if cluster analysis was
performed on the years 2014-15 and 2015-16 separately. Splitting the two years into their
own groups came with an added bonus: instead of comparing student responses to only
nine questions across both surveys, all questions from each year could be used to
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determine similarity of response using Jaccard distance. In 2014, there were a total of 14
multiple choice questions, and the 2015 survey included 18. With more questions to
define clusters by, I hoped that perhaps the population of students described would be
more evenly distributed between the surviving clusters above 1/50th of the population.
Since I found a maximum of only 3 clusters above 1/50th in 2014 and 5 above 1/50th in
2015, I decided to only analyze the results with this threshold.

Cluster Analysis Comparing 14 Questions from the Year 2014-2015 Survey. As
shown in Table 4, cluster analysis of the 1531 student responses from 2014 with 14
questions resulted in a maximum of only 3 clusters above the threshold 1/50th when the
maximum number of clusters allowed was 30. Of these groups, only the groups with
maximums of 12 and 16 clusters were of any interest for further analysis. 93.1% of
students were described in the 12 cluster group, while 88.0% were described in the 16
cluster group, theoretically indicating a higher level of coherence. I’ll refer to these as the
3-cluster-93% and 3-cluster-88% groups respectively.
Table 4: Selected rows from the original table depicting cluster analysis results comparing the 14 questions
of the 2014-2015 survey. Full table ranges from 5 to 30 total number of clusters.

Total Number of Clusters
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

# of Clusters Above
Threshold 1/50th
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
40

% Students Described
96.01567603
94.64402351
93.07642064
93.07642064
91.37818419
89.48399739
88.04702809
88.04702809
85.82625735
85.82625735
82.75636839

Cluster analysis revealed a similar pattern in both tests. Both the 3-cluster-93%
and 3-cluster-88% tests had one group containing most students, followed by two smaller
clusters, just above the threshold. The largest cluster in the 3-cluster-93% test included
86% of the entire population, while the largest cluster in the 3-cluster-88% test had 83%.
Described by questions 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 in both cases, this group is essentially
the same from an interpretation point of view. In both cases, the smallest cluster is
exactly the same in size and defining characteristics (10/14 questions majority answered
the same way). Above the threshold by only three students, however, this cluster is
essentially insignificant statistically. The final cluster starts with 69 students in the 3cluster-93% test, defined by questions 1, 3, 4, 12, 13, and 14, and turns into a cluster of
47 students defined by the same questions except 13, with the addition of 2 and 9. These
clusters ultimately represent only 4.5% and 3.0% of the total population, which is also
virtually insignificant compared to the clusters of 86% and 83% respectively.
Faced again with a cluster that dominated most of the student population from the
2014-15 survey, I decided to see how many students I would have to eliminate before the
largest cluster split. After allowing a maximum of 70 clusters, the largest cluster was still
82% of the students included (61.5% of 1531 total), after a maximum of 150 clusters, the
largest cluster was 72% of the students included (only 40.3% of 1531 at this point), and
by a maximum of 300 clusters, the largest cluster was still 65% of the students included,
which at this point was only 23.1% of the total population. These results implied that the
largest group never splits and always remains the only statistically significant cluster in
the 2014 survey data year. A brief glance at the questions and answers of this highly
resistant-to-split cluster displayed 7/8 questions correct. Notably, students in this group
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answered the Sue question incorrectly, just as in the 9Q test. While the frying pan
question was answered correctly as well as other thermal energy situation questions, the
theme of coldness remains in the Sue question. This displays that the idea the Sue
question brings up is very strong, even among mostly correct students.

Cluster Analysis Comparing 18 Questions from the 2015-2016 Survey. Table 5
displays the numbers of clusters above the threshold of 1/50th given varying maximums
of total clusters allowed. With the 1342 student responses from the 2015-16 energy
survey comparing 18 questions, there exists 5 clusters above the threshold of 1/50th which
includes 96.3% of the students. A maximum of 12 clusters produces these results. At 14
maximum clusters, there are still 5 clusters above the threshold, with 93.4% of the
students. I focused on these two tests, 5-cluster-96% and 5-cluster-93%, to analyze in
more detail because of their reasonable balance between clusters above the threshold and
percent students described.
Table 5: Selected rows from the original table depicting cluster analysis results comparing the 18 questions
of the 2015-2016 survey. Full table ranges from 5 to 30 total number of clusters.

Total Number of Clusters
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

# of Clusters Above
Threshold 1/50th
3
4
5
5
5
4
4

% Students Described
96.27421759
96.27421759
96.27421759
95.23099851
93.44262295
91.43070045
90.83457526

Cluster analysis results were similar for both tests. Once again, each test had one
large cluster compared to the rest above the threshold. In the 5-cluster-96% test, the
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largest cluster was 86% of the students included (83% of total population), and the largest
cluster from the 5-cluster-93% test was 87% of the students included (81% of total
population). In both tests, 3/5 of the clusters consisted of only 27, 32, and 35 students
each, which is rather insignificant compared to a threshold of about 26.8 students. As I
found with the 2014-15 data, a single cluster dominated each test. The last cluster of 84
students in the 5-cluster-96% test is worth mentioning, but had minimal importance,
making up only 6.5% of students included. This cluster became 70 students in the 5cluster-93% test, a mere 5.6% of the students included.
An attempt to increase the maximum number of clusters allowed to identify the
point where the largest cluster split into two was marginally more successful than it was
for the 2014-15 data. By a maximum of 100 clusters, only 54.3% of the students were
included and the biggest cluster was still 90% of the students included, but with 133
maximum clusters allowed, the largest cluster finally splits into two clusters of 355 and
273 students each. At this point, however, only 49.7% of the 1342 students are described.
While the 355 and 273 groups of students represented just under half of the total number
of students in this data set, these groups alone were 94% of the students included in the
133 cluster test. As a result, I performed an analysis of their defining characteristics in
hopes of revealing potentially meaningful themes. The final cluster containing 39
students consisted of only 6% of 667 total students. Since this smaller group was just as
complicated to analyze, I only focused on interpreting the first two.
An analysis of the cluster including 273 students revealed that students answered
13 out of 14 of the majority-answered questions correctly. With over 50% of students
answering the same answer for 14 of the 18 questions overall, there were plenty of
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defining characteristics to analyze in this group. Given that so many students answered
questions correctly, I ran this data through the pre vs. post-instruction code to discover
that 77.7% of students in this cluster took this survey after learning about energy. This
was unsurprising, since we expected students to be more accurate after they were taught
about energy. One interesting feature to note was the question that students in this cluster
answered incorrectly. When asked why Sue feels a rod turn cold after being placed into a
bucket of ice water, 62% of students in this cluster believed that coldness traveled up the
rod and into Sue’s hand. This shows that even students who answer most questions
correctly can maintain confusion about thermal energy and this idea of “coldness”, the
same idea present from the 14 question 2014-2015 survey test.
An analysis of the cluster of 355 students illustrated the same sort of confusion
about thermal energy – perhaps to a larger extent. To the same Sue question, 95% of
students believed that coldness would travel up the rod. At the same time, these students
answered 7 out of the 12 defining questions correctly. About 39% of these students
responded post-instruction, a smaller proportion as compared to the post-instruction
responses of the previous cluster. This was unsurprising since these students answered
less accurately than the students of the first cluster. The interesting features of this cluster
originated from the incorrectly answered questions. Of the five incorrect answers, three
were related to gravitational potential energy. For one, students believed that
gravitational potential energy depended on both height and speed. They also indicated
that a box moving down a ramp would have greater total energy than a box at the top of
the ramp at rest. While this violated conservation of energy, their answer was consistent
with the train of thought that gravitational potential energy depends on speed. If this was
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true, then the block at the bottom of the ramp might have lost gravitational potential
energy due to height but gained some due to its increasing speed. That coupled with its
increase in kinetic energy could have been enough for the total energy of the block at the
bottom of the ramp to be greater in the eyes of the students. This line of thought
reappears again when the students say a hiker who hikes a mountain via the shortest path
will have the greatest amount of gravitational energy at the top. Assuming the students
believe speed affects the amount of gravitational potential energy, then according to this
idea, the fact that hiker one reaches the summit fastest should correspond directly to the
amount of gravitational potential energy.
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DISCUSSION

Having presented the results in the previous section, I will now discuss the
broader themes that became apparent from each test.

8Q Test Results From the 2011 Through 2013 Surveys
Of the seven clusters interpreted in the 8Q test, three above the chosen threshold
contained only 3%, 2.5%, and 2.5% of the population included. This means that in a class
of 50 students, there would be only a 5-6% chance that a single student would fall into a
similar mindset as the lines of thought exhibited in Clusters E-G. As a result, I will focus
on themes from Clusters A-D as the most meaningful outcomes from the 8Q test.
In order to identify themes to discuss further, I selected questions of similar
subtopics from the defining characteristics of Clusters A-D to compare. Since Clusters AD had between 4-5 defining characteristics only, I identified only two themes worth
summarizing: student views on thermal energy, and student confusion about energy
conversion into other forms. The major themes from these four clusters are summarized
below in Table 6.
From all defining-characteristic questions, two focused on thermal energy and/or
coldness: the frying pan and the soda can questions. Of Clusters A-D, three of them
included at least one of those two questions, and of those three clusters, only Cluster B
included some form of coldness in their answer. In Clusters A and C, where the frying
pan question appears in both sets of defining characteristics and the soda can question is
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present in Cluster C’s, students were almost entirely correct on all defining questions,
with the exception of the pendulum. While there are limitations to making strong claims
Table 6: Major themes from Clusters A-D of the 8Q test results from 2011-2013.

Cluster

Major Themes

B

•
•
•
•

C

•
•

A

D

•
•
•

Mostly correct except for pendulum question
Do not understand energy dissipation
Include coldness in their responses to thermal energy questions
Confusion about the idea of “energy transfer” (as pertains to thermal
energy) versus “energy conversion” to other forms
Mostly correct except for pendulum question
Another misconception: the pendulum would only have motion
energy if a person was making the ball move
Students may think motion energy represents total energy
May not understand energy dissipation, or the idea of systems in
energy analysis
Student answers violate conservation of energy even if they’ve
learned the law

when observing only two clusters containing 65% of the students included in the 8Q test,
we can still make speculations about student knowledge. For some students, while the
concept of thermal energy transfer might be understandable in general, the transfer of
kinetic and thermal energy in a pendulum-like scenario, where the thermal energy
transfers to air, may be particularly challenging. Regardless of the demonstrated degree
of understanding they display about thermal energy across other questions, there is still a
possibility that certain situations will invoke inconsistent answers from students. These
inconsistent answers may be most apparent when the proposed situations involve thermal
energy transfer to media that students are unused to imagining as being thermal energy
carriers, such as air. Additionally, questions involving cold reservoirs versus hot
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reservoirs may influence students to answer inconsistently regarding how energy transfer
occurs during a change in temperature, i.e., by thermal energy or coldness transfer.
Unlike the students from Clusters A and C, students from Cluster B described the
transfer of energy in the frying pan question as involving both thermal energy and
coldness. Despite their confusion about the concept of thermal energy, these students
seem to understand that energy transfer can occur. Students in Cluster B, however, offer
responses to other questions that suggests they maintain some confusion about which
types of energy can be transferred. In some cases, such as in the spring/cart question,
these students do not make the connection that elastic energy can be converted into
motion energy. There seems to be a subtle, but highly important distinction between
student’s understanding of “energy transfer” vs. “energy conversion” into other forms of
energy. When it comes to thermal energy, students may think of “energy transfer”
because that is what is happening when we feel something get warmer or cooler. When it
comes to elastic energy of a spring being converted into kinetic energy, this may be more
foreign and abstract to students, which makes it more difficult to understand.
A similar observation about students struggling to understand can be made
regarding the results from Cluster D. Cluster D is defined by four questions, including the
conversion of kinetic energy to thermal, elastic energy to kinetic, and gravitational
potential energy to kinetic. Of the four questions, these students answered two
incorrectly: one involving kinetic energy being converted into thermal, and the other
about elastic energy turning into kinetic in the spring/cart question, just as in Cluster B.
In both Clusters B and D, students violate the law of conservation of energy by answering
questions according to their misconception. In both cases, the answers students gave that
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violated energy conservation included a failure to understand that elastic energy is
converted to kinetic in the spring/cart question. According to the thermal energy question
responses in these clusters, two different underlying misconceptions are evident, and both
are important to note. First, some students still struggle with the idea of coldness in
regards to thermal energy (even post-instruction, as 32% of Cluster B’s responses were
post-instruction). Second, some students find the conversion of thermal energy into other
forms of energy or vice versa difficult to comprehend. Additionally, I conclude that
students demonstrating inconsistent responses about energy transfer (as in Cluster B) as
well as students considering the amount of motion energy to be the total energy of a
system (as in Cluster D) will respond with answers that violate conservation of energy if
those answers are consistent with their beliefs.

9Q Test Results From the 2014 and 2015 Surveys
When the results of a cluster analysis test yield a single cluster that dominates the
rest, constructing a meaningful interpretation of that group is challenging. In the case of
the 9Q test, cluster analysis produced one particularly large cluster resistant to splitting,
even when the percentage of students included in the clusters dropped to 85%. Given the
wide variety of questions that defined this cluster, it was difficult to draw any sound
conclusions about the nature of these student’s responses. I suspected that these students
carried some correct knowledge about mass and speed affecting kinetic energy, mass and
temperature affecting thermal energy, and motion energy being converted into thermal
energy when a moving block slows down on a surface. However, perhaps the most
notable characteristic of this largest cluster was in the answer to the Sue question. The
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idea that “coldness” is an entity which can travel along objects to cool them, such as the
rod in the Sue question, is an answer that appears not only in this overwhelmingly large
group of students in the 9Q test, but also later on in my analysis. Since the majority of
students in this group answered the frying pan question correctly despite their confusion
about the transfer of energy of the rod, I concluded that middle school students can still
respond correctly to most, or many, of the questions on an energy survey while still
offering inconsistent responses regarding thermal energy physical situations. In addition,
I proposed that the framing of the question in terms of “coldness” or warmth influences
student responses.
Once I split the 9Q data by year and completed cluster analysis with 14 and 18
questions each, I noticed a similar pattern. In 2014, the largest cluster was incredibly
resistant to splitting, even as the maximum number of clusters allowed increased to 300. I
discovered that of the eight questions defining this group, 7/8 were answered correctly
including the frying pan question, while the Sue question was answered incorrectly in
terms of coldness. This was consistent with my results from the original 9Q test. In 2015,
the largest cluster finally split into two at a maximum of 133 clusters, but both before and
after the split, the majority of the cluster’s defining characteristics were correct except for
the Sue question which was answered in terms of coldness. The answer to the Sue
question in comparison to the correct responses was the only evident reoccurring theme I
identified across all clusters in the 9Q test data.
The claim that students may struggle with the idea of coldness in various physical
situations while understanding the properties of thermal energy correctly in others is just
one analysis of these results. Another potential analysis offers an alternative explanation
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for the formation of such a large cluster. It is possible that students in the large cluster
were actually so incoherent in their responses that their incoherence actually grouped
them together. While this is certainly a possibility, the number of correct responses I
identified in the large cluster made me believe that there is ultimately some pattern in the
responses. Observing any pattern at all makes the possibility of the responses joining due
to incoherence or noise unlikely, however, the proposition is worth mentioning.

Final Comments and Pedagogical Implications
The significant changes made to the surveys each year, including the addition and
subtraction of certain questions, contributed to the unique results of each test. I would
have liked to compare the results of the 8Q and 9Q tests in detail, but since the Sue
question was crucial to the 9Q test results and was not part of the energy surveys
administered to students in years 2011-2013, I could not reasonably make a good
comparison. Nevertheless, cluster analysis allowed me to gain insight into several aspects
of student thinking such as their knowledge, coherence, inconsistencies, and
misconceptions. We know that middle school students still continue to struggle with the
following themes: 1) energy cannot be “used up” and subsequently leave a system, 2) one
type of energy can be converted into another, and 3) energy can dissipate.
Acknowledging these misconceptions is the first step towards improving teaching
methods to address them. Prior to making strong claims about what concrete steps should
be taken next pedagogically, more research is necessary to clarify what specifically
causes student confusion about these themes. Ideally, we could identify weak areas in
current teaching methods of energy and subsequently make changes.
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FUTURE WORK

One of the largest issues with the data from this project was the lack of specific
themes within energy on each energy survey. Given that these energy surveys were
created to answer alternative research questions, the scope of the questions ranging from
kinetic energy, to thermal, to gravitational, to chemical, etc., made it very challenging to
determine themes by which to define clusters. Since only a few questions per cluster
surface as defining characteristics, it would be beneficial to limit the scope of the energy
questions on a single survey to one overarching theme. Future research could involve
performing cluster analysis on the results of surveys with more pointedly-similar
questions. Potential themes could include 1) thermal energy and the concept of
“coldness”, or 2) forms of energy and energy conversion, the two most evident sources of
student confusion that I identified through this project. Such a test on thermal-energybased questions in particular could provide additional insight into whether question
framing and wording affects the likelihood of students answering in terms of “coldness”.
Perhaps creating two surveys, one with coldness themes and one without, could be given
to different students for comparison.
Since cluster analysis results can be obtained quickly through pre-written code
once the data is prepared appropriately, a similar type of project to this one could be
efficiently expanded to include students from other classrooms, other states as well, if
their state standards also place a similarly high value on teaching energy in middle school
classrooms. This project could also be applied to other science topics beyond energy if
desired.
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CONCLUSIONS

When performing cluster analysis on eight energy survey questions across three
years of data, four clusters exceeded the designated threshold and were large enough to
analyze in more detail. Analysis demonstrated that some students still struggle to
understand thermal energy both pre and post instruction, and some find energy
conversion to various forms challenging to comprehend. Occasionally, students are
comfortable describing thermal energy when it pertains to situations described in warm
conditions, while questions framed in terms of cold conditions prompts answers
involving the idea of “coldness”. Based on these results, which conflict with previous
findings by Wittmann et al. [18], future work is necessary to determine whether or not
there are two clusters of students: those more likely to answer in terms of coldness for
cold-based questions only, and those who use coldness regardless of the question
wording. Some students are not confused by the idea of “coldness” in general, yet they
stumble when a situation involves thermal energy transfer to a seemingly unusual
medium, such as the air (Clusters A and C). Others appear to understand the concept of
“energy transfer” well, while maintaining confusion about the idea of “energy
conversion” into various forms (Clusters B and D). Such lack of clarity motivates their
answers to energy questions that are inconsistent with conservation of energy.
Performing cluster analysis on the data from years 2014-15 and 2015-16 resulted
in one cluster that dominated all others in size and resiliency. Whether clustering was
based on nine similar questions as opposed to the fourteen or eighteen questions from the
2014-15 and 2015-16 surveys did not significantly affect the results. With the exception
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of the Sue question, where Sue feels a rod placed in ice water become cold, students
answered most cluster-defining questions correctly (in some cases, all other questions
were answered correctly). The presence of the largest cluster in the 9Q data represents
either a wide variety of student answers or one similar thought process shared by most
students. I concluded that if this cluster did form based on a pattern other than shared
incoherence, then the 9Q test results support this reoccurring idea: a large number of
students struggle to correctly answer thermal energy questions when framed in terms of
“cold” conditions, despite understanding related concepts to energy.
Overall, the results of this project can be summarized by the following statements.
Students struggle to understand two things regarding energy: thermal energy and energy
conversion. Results related to thermal energy include: 1) thermal energy transfer to
unexpected media such as air confuses even the most correct students, 2) question
framing affects the likelihood of students answering in terms of “coldness”, and 3)
students can answer most questions about energy correctly while maintaining confusion
about thermal energy. Results related to energy conversion include: 1) students will
respond to questions with answers that violate conservation of energy if the answer is
consistent with their beliefs, and 2) some students are comfortable with the idea of
“energy transfer” such as in the thermal energy context, but the idea of “energy
conversion” causes confusion.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONS

This section includes two complete energy surveys, from 2014-2015 and 20152016, followed by a sub-list of the questions used in the 8Q test analysis. The two
questions not found on either complete survey but used in the 8Q analysis are pictured in
“Questions Analyzed in the 8Q Test” section below.

2014-2015 Energy Survey
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2015-2016 Energy Survey
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Questions Analyzed in the 8Q Test
Since most of the questions used in the 8Q test appeared on the 2014-15 and 2015-16
surveys, I will refer to those surveys. Besides the two questions that were not included on
either the 2014-15 or 2015-16 surveys, all but Question 6 can be seen on the 2015-16
survey.
Question 1: Same as Question 11 on the 2015-16 survey. (Referred to as the box
sliding across the floor question.)
Question 2: Same as Question 13 on the 2015-16 survey. (Referred to as the
pendulum question.)
Question 3: Same as Question 6 on the 2015-16 survey. (Referred to as the frying
pan question.)
Question 4: This question did not appear on either survey, but it is reproduced below.
This question was referred to as the ball rolling on a track.
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Question 5: Same as Question 12 on the 2015-16 survey. (Referred to as the spring
and cart question.)
Question 6: Same as Question 15 of the 2014-2015 survey. (Referred to as the ballon-a-track question.)
Question 7: This question did not appear on either survey, but it is reproduced below.
This was referred to as the rubber-band-shooting-car question.

Question 8: Same as Question 7 on the 2015-16 survey. (Referred to as the soda can
question.)
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB CODES

Create Arrays of Student Data for Each Cluster Formed in Cluster Analysis

Write All Clusters to an Excel File
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Picking Clusters Above a Specified Threshold Post Completed Cluster Analysis

Saving Clusters Above Threshold to an Excel File – One Cluster Per Sheet
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Form Table of Total Clusters, % of Students Described, # Clusters Above Threshold

Determining Number of Responses in a Cluster Taken Pre or Post-instruction
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